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Scary movie cast 3

Country Living editors select each recommended product. If you buy through a link, we can earn a commission. More about us. These horror comedy movies will make you laugh and scream. July 19, 2020 Amazon Horror movies are obviously meant to be scary (what, did the word horror give it away?). In fact, some of the best Halloween
movies can keep you up at night with one open eye, wishing you had never watched movies about serial killers just before bedtime. So a tried and tested, jump-out-of-your-skin horror movie isn't your cup of tea (you should probably avoid the best werewolf movies, just say'), but you're not 100% scaredy-cat status either. If you like enough
scare for your heart to race just a little bit, but not so much that you don't sleep, try streaming funny scary movies on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon, and more. Funny + scary not the expected combination for movie night? You'd be surprised how entertaining the duo is. Plus, some good ol' laugh-out-loud comic relief can find a healthy balance to
those edge-of-your-seat intensity horror movies are known for. In some cases, the funny scary movies on our list lead with comedy first and are made as hilarious spoofs on original horror movies (such as the popular Scary Movie franchise). Others sneak humor into a predominantly spooky storyline. Anyway, here are 25 of our favorite
funny scary movies for watching this Halloween. 1 of 25 Beetlejuice amazon.com Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice, Beetlejuice! This Tim Burton classic is arguably one of the best funny scary movies of all time. Once Michael Keaton's character starts talking, you'll understand why. 2 of 25 Scary Movie amazon.com A group of teenagers
accidentally killed a man, and a year later, they pay the price in this parody of some of pop culture's most famous horror movies. 3 of 25 Clue amazon.com Every dinner party guest has a motive for the host's murder, but only person in this oh-so-peculiar motley crew did it. 4 out of 25 The Goonies A group of children hunts for treasures, all
in an attempt to save their home from demolition. The bad guys are on their tails all the way, but the good guys win in the end. This heartwarming movie has its fair share of exciting and funny moment and is a great choice for a family movie night. 5 of the 25 Scream amazon.com After a series of mysterious deaths begin to happen in a
small town, a group of friends finds themselves the next target of the masked killer in this clever thriller. 6 of 25 Little Shop of Horrors amazon.com An exotic plant develops a strong taste for human flesh and hilarity. You hum the catchy tunes for days! 7 out of 25 Buffy, the Vampire Slayer Blonde Buffy is a Californian girl at the max, but
the only thing that's different about her could just save her school from creatures of the night. Some familiar faces fill the cast- Kristy Swanson (as (as (as Donald Sutherland, Luke Perry and Hilary Swank. 9 of the 25 The Rocky Horror Picture Show amazon.com There's music, there's murder, and there are lots of campy costumes. This
risqué film shows what happens when an unsuspecting couple ends up stranded in a creepy castle with some... interesting inhabitants. 11 of the 25 Shaun of the Dead amazon.com This hilarious horror spoof shows what happens when a lazy couch potato and his best friend are tasked with saving the world from a zombie apocalypse. 12
of the 25 Ghostbusters amazon.com Who are you going to call?! Get ready for a lot of laughs from this all-star cast when ghosts invade New York City and a goofy gang of ghost exterminators try to save the city. 13 of the 25 Ghostbusters II amazon.com Your favorite gang of ghostbusters is back in the action-packed (and hilarious) sequel
to the original, beloved movie. 14 of the 25 Gremlins amazon.com A small town is facing the wrath of some not-so-cute little creatures on Christmas Eve after an eager-to-please father ignores the warnings of the man who sold him the mogwai. 15 of the 25 The Witches (1990) amazon.com In this fantasy adventure, a boy named Luke is
transformed by the Grand High Witch into a little mouse. His journey is full of close conversations as he tries to save the world from a group of witches. This 1990 film stars Angelica Huston. 16 of 25 Army of Darkness amazon.com The third installment of the cult classic Evil Dead doesn't disappoint in this horror comedy. 17 of the 25
Happy Death Day amazon.com This thriller captures the anguish of a student as she relives the day of her murder over and over again until she discovers the identity of her killer. It's more serious than the rest of this list, but there's definitely some comic relief along the way. 18 of 25 An American Werewolf in London amazon.com 19 of 25
Zombieland amazon.com This road trip comedy is filled with zombies and laughs as a student (Jessie Eisenberg) tries to make it back home after the apocalypse to see if his family is still alive. He meets an interesting cast of characters along the way, including a gun-toting, wannabe cowboy named Tallahassee (Woody Harrelson). 20 of
the 25 Young Frankenstein amazon.com When Dr. Frederick Frankenstein (Gene Wilder) inherits his infamous grandfather's estate in Transylvania, he soon begins to recreate his questionable experiments and creates an entirely new monster. Of course, there will be a few complications (and hilarity). 21 of the 25 Mars attacks!
amazon.com another Tim Burton favorite shows Jack Nicholson as the President of the United States, which is enough to get some laughs right out of the gate. Add alien invaders into the mix and you have one of the funniest scary movies ever. 22 of Jennifer's Body After the hottest girl in the school is possessed by a demon, she starts
paying attention to boys who never ever A chance with her before. The difference? She's hungry now. 23 of the 25 Tremors amazon.com This film with Kevin Bacon combines sci-fi, horror and comedy as it tells the story of what happens when a group of friends discover their abandoned city has giant man-eating creatures living
underground. 24 of the 25 The Cabin In The Woods amazon.com Five college friends head to a secluded cabin in the woods for a weekend of drinking and debauchery. What could go wrong? 25 of 25 Tucker &amp; Dale vs Evil amazon.com This gory comedy is about what happens when two Southern guys are mistaken by a group of
students for hillbilly killers. If you love Shaun of the Dead and Texas Chainsaw Massacre, this one's for you. 28 DIY College Halloween Costumes Ad – Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users access their email addresses. You may be able to find more
information about this and similar content on piano.io The Corporation is a documentary, but it's hard not to feel the rising terror of a horror movie while watching it. There are the stock, doomed good guys and a series of sinister villains. Scariest of all is the assumption that if unchecked, the company, as the dominant institution of our day,
will ultimately be our undoing. The Corporation, which has played to sold-out homes in (not surprisingly) Canada and opens in June in U.S. theaters, is based on Joel Bakan's new book, The Corporation: The Pathological Pursuit of Profit and Power (Free Press, 2004), a title that is not subtle about its intent. Like the book, the film, by
Bakan and Canadian filmmakers Mark Achbar and Jennifer Abbott, is based on a checklist of a psychological diagnostic manual to argue that the company is-recognized under U.S. law as a person-meets the criteria of, you guessed it, a psychopath. Heartless carelessness for the feelings of others? Check. Reckless disregard for the
safety of others? Yep. Not meeting social standards regarding lawful conduct? Uh-huh.The device is gimmicky, but the point is well made: Maybe it's time for consumers, governments, and execs to rein in this crazy. If filmmaker-activist Michael Moore (What-you thought he wouldn't be in on this?) put it, [Corporations] have only one thing.
The bottom line . . . There's no such thing as enough. Through interviews with economists (Milton Friedman), CEOs (Goodyear's Sam Gibara), activists (Naomi Klein), professors, corporate spies and other experts, the Corporation makes its case with the willfulness of a prosecutor. While some examples, such as appalling working
conditions in are hardly surprising, others, like the canned Fox News expose on Monsanto's beef growth hormone, may encourage you to look twice at the milk in your morning grains. The The of curing this psychopath-or that even possible-comes as a bit of an afterthought, and The Corporation resorts to mostly facile solutions (basically,
Power to the people!). The real drama here is not in the solution, but in the graphic exposition of the problem itself, in the onslaught of evidence that we may have created a monster. When Ray Anderson, CEO of carpet maker Interface Corp., acknowledges, the first industrial revolution is flawed, it doesn't work, it's unsustainable, it's the
fault, The corporation's warning to capitalism is clear: Be very afraid. Why are we paying good money to terrorize psychotic clowns, vengeful minds and chainsaw-wielding serial killers? It turns out that many experts have studied that exact question. The answer: it's complicated. (Less of a mystery is why studios love horror movies: aside
from documentaries, they produce the greatest returns on the smallest investments. The Purge, for example, cost $3 million to make and gross nearly $80 million worldwide.) TODAY Halloween: 90s edition! See the costume reveals, with 'TRL' host Carson DalyOct. 31, 201609:01 The same people who love zombie movies can hate ghost
movies and vice versa. To get to the bottom of this mystery, we've decided to delve into the minds of people who like to get into the minds of people who love horror movies. Yes, zombies may not be the brightest monsters in the crypt, but they are the favorite of directors who want to provoke thought and fear. RELATED: See TODAY
Show's Halloween 2016 costume reveal Zombie movies are usually fraught with subtle and sometimes not-so-subtle social commentary, Steven Schlozman, an assistant professor of psychiatry at Harvard Medical School, told TODAY. Hence the appeal to students looking to inherit the anti-consumerist message of Dawn of the Dead or
the moral dilemmas in AMC's The Walking Dead. Zombie movies are also popular with thrill-watchers, said Deirdre Johnston, a Hope College professor who has studied the effects of horror movies on adolescents. They care more about laughing and socializing around a movie -Dude, watch that zombie explode! - then they did about
getting a good scare. Haunted houses can be dangerous to your heart: This is whyOct. 27, 201604:42Nie has fantasies of being a zombie. Vampires are different. As The Lost Boys slogan goes, Sleep all day. Party all night. Never get old. Never die. It's nice to be a vampire. Oh, and they're sexy, too. Vampires are all about lust,
Schlozman said. Think of the actors who have played vampires over the years: Robert Pattinson, Kate Beckinsale, Brad Pitt, Aaliyah ... You get it It's very rare to see an obese, out-of-shape vampire, Schlozman said. There is a particularly strong attraction to teenagers coming to terms with their sexuality, sexuality, Said. These storylines
also play on the sexual fears of teens and pre-teens – she's sexy and seductive, and oh, so dangerous! RELATED: Kelly Clarkson, Katy Perry and other celebs are ghost-tacular for HalloweenSo what about slasher movies like Friday the 13th and Halloween? For some people, watching these movies is almost like playing a game,
Schlozman said, where the goal is to spot how many stupid things the characters will do over the course of two hours. (Go to the basement without turning on the lights? Sure, why not?!) For conservative viewers, slasher flicks also offer moral lessons, showing the dangers of premarital sex and underage drinking. We apologize, this video
has expired. See the behind-the-scenes work that went into today's 90s HalloweenOct. 31, 201602:28 They have their roots in movies like 'I Was a Teenage Werewolf', which was actually written as a cautionary tale against dating older men, he said. RELATED: The 37 best celebrity Halloween costumes of all timeWhen it comes to teens,
watching slasher flicks is all about conquering their fears, according to a study by Johnston. She also found something more disturbing. Some children liked the movies because they identified with - and sometimes dressed and play-acted as - the killer, she said, with those children reporting more anger and problems at home and at
school. The top-grossing horror films of 2014: Annabelle, Paranormal Activity: The Marked Ones, and Deliver Us From Evil. Each of them involves ghosts or demons. Unravelling the mysteries – and fear – surrounding mummiesOct. 30, 201503:45 For the most part, people don't look at this for kitsch value. They look to overcome deep-
seated fears of death, spirits, and the afterlife that humans have had for thousands of years. The more plausible the plot, the better, Johnston said, as opposed to fantasies like zombie and vampire movies. For much of the population, religion is a very real part of their lives - making watching movies about demonic possession even more
exciting, Schlozman said. Take a look at the creepy castle that inspired 'Frankenstein' Oct. 28, 201503:08Yrs are going to see it because you want to dance with the devil - literally. When Saw came out in 2004, it spawned a whole new horror genre: torture. In these films, a demented killer traps his victims and forces them through all kinds
of sick, bloody challenges - often shown in brutal, fearless detail. What kind of person likes this kind of thing? It's hard to tell; it's a relatively new genre, although the Saw and Hostel movies have a similar appeal to slasher flicks, both experts said. Where they differ, according to Schlozman, is that torture films usually include a main
character, often female, who killer best. This can appeal to people who want to overcome their fears and a — relatively speaking, of course - end. There may be something redemptive in that people fight back and eventually get out, he said. RELATED: Last-minute Halloween makeup ideas you make on a budgetForget Jason from Friday
the 13th; Some people just want to watch Jason Segel flail around for 90 minutes. Are those cinematic cowards? Hardly.Live TV exorcism causes controversyOct. 31, 201503:17 Early on, one theory was that people who loved horror movies were not affected by them, schlozman said. It turns out that the exact opposite was true. Studies
have shown that people who aren't scared by horror movies just don't like them very much. It's the subjects who got a kick out of the fear that eventually became fans. Another reason you might not like horror movies: you're too old. The sensation that captivates teens fades through the early 20s, because thrill-seeking neurotransmitters



are also starting to decline right now, said Johnston. In general, the human psyche is too complicated to fully understand why someone may or may not like to watch killers and ghosts on screen. So much of enjoying these kinds of movies is tightly tied to nostalgic memories, Schlozman, who fell in love with vampire movies because his
father watched old Bella Lugosi movies, told TODAY. In the end, he said, it's all kind of a fancy way of saying there's no accounting for taste. RELATED: Psycho of Silence of the Lambs? No, this is the scariest movie of all timeThis post was first published in October 2014 2014
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